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NEWS AND VIEWS  

ON REAL-TIME UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS 
 

 Marketing Crossfire Kills Off Videoconferencing 
Videoconferencing is so last century.  Last week we witnessed two of the leading vendors 
exit the stone-age video industry in order to launch more modern warfare.  Tandberg, now 
part of Cisco, has replaced its videoconferencing products with a full line of telepresence 
systems (details below), while Polycom, at one time the leader in videoconferencing, has 
replaced its entire video lineup with Unified Communications products (details below).  
Customers should feel free to ask their favorite channel partners for a decoder ring to 
analyze the marketing verbiage.  But customers should also not lose sight of the fact that 
the latest set of product announcements indeed promises to deliver some fantastic 
videoconferencing telepresence and unified communications experiences. 

Cisco Continues Collaboration Cannonade 
Cisco hosted its annual Collaboration Summit for partners, analysts, and consultants last 
week and used the event for several very significant product announcements for UC and 
collaboration (but not videoconferencing).  When you put all of these bits and pieces 
together, you can draw an impressive picture of how Cisco sees video part of the everyday 
workflow (and homeflow if there is such a term – you heard it heard first).  The entire 
company seems to be rallying around John Chamber’s cry to make video the next voice.  
We think it might really be the next email – but that is story for another venue. 

Quickly, the Cisco telepresence announcements included: 

 Products acquired from the Tandberg acquisition will now integrate natively with Cisco 
Unified Communications Manager (CUCM) (often referred to as a PBX).  The Cisco 
telepresence systems have done this since day one, but now the CUCM interface can be 
used with room and executive videoconferencing telepresence systems up and down the 
line. 

 A new "personal telepresence" release, the EX60, is the baby brother to the EX90.  The 
EX60 uses a 21.5-inch PC screen as well as a touchscreen for call control (also known as 
dialing.  There is no embedded MCU.  Pricing wasn't released.  

 A new version of the CTS 500, 
the Personal Telepresence CTS 
500-32.  This substitutes a 32 
inch screen for the CTS 37 inch 
screen and reportedly also uses 
lower power consumption 
electronics.    

 An upgrade to WebEx Meeting 
Center to add “High-Quality 
Video (360p).  Besides the 
higher pixel resolution, users can 
elect to make video full screen 
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for those times where the PowerPoint is incredibly boring.  In multipoint mode, WebEx 
video now supports a technique that Cisco calls ActivePresence to automatically present 
the active speaker in the call as the dominant image, with a "filmstrip" of the other 
participants laid out beneath this main image.  Readers who are familiar with last century’s 
videoconferencing MCU will recognize this screen version of continuous presence / voice 
activated switching.   Besides WebEx, ActivePresence is also now available on all Cisco 
Telepresence endpoints, both immersive and non-immersive.    

 Cisco Telepresence Exchange System, a service creation environment aimed at letting 
service providers roll out hosted telepresence and B2B services more easily.   

The Cisco Collaboration Summit also included some interesting announcements in the 
area of desktop virtualization.  In fact, the company linked virtualization, where the 
processing is largely data-center-based, with collaboration, where the real-time voice and 
video processing and latency requirements are fundamentally at odds with virtualization 
architecture.  Cisco bridged this gap with a series of partnerships and product 
announcements around Cisco’s Virtualized Experience Client (VXC), a desktop appliance 
that integrates voice and video processing with a local camera and display and 
communicates with the virtualization engines in the cloud.  Several versions are available 
depending on whether the desktop already has a phone or not, or even if the user might 
prefer a tablet or pad.   

Not being one to ignore architecture, Cisco’s system for virtualized desktops with real-time 
voice and video is dubbed the Cisco Virtualization Experience Infrastructure (VXI). The VXI 
incorporates desktop virtualization software from Citrix (XenDesktop 5) and VMware 
(VMware View 4.5), integrated with Cisco's own Unified Communications applications. The 
VXI can run on Cisco's Cius tablet as well as thin client from several partners.  

Here’s What I Think:  Cisco’s vision of collaboration is expansive, comprehensive, and 
video-centric at the same time.  Pieces are starting to come together in ways not at all 
visible a few years ago -  from the acquisition of WebEx to Jabber to Flip video to Tandberg 
to Scientific Atlanta; well, OK, maybe not Scientific Atlanta.  Cisco’s strategic vision for 
collaboration encompasses five different elements – pervasive video (anywhere on any 
device); secure communications (B2B and B2C); interoperability (multiple endpoint types 
for sure, but some is still subject to interpretation here); flexible deployment models 
(embracing cloud computing and borderless networks); and social software (Cisco’s Quad 
as an intelligent version of Facebook for the enterprise).  It’s one thing to look at these five 
elements, but it is another to integrate them all together – and this is exactly what Cisco is 
aiming at.  To do this, the company has put together a roadmap that covers endpoints, 
infrastructure, applications, and services.  Nobody else on the planet has this aggressive a 
roadmap or broad a vision around collaboration, and video in particular.   

If there is a fly in the ointment here, it’s probably that Cisco is too far out ahead of the 
market and introducing to customers to solutions for which they have not yet discovered 
the problem.  But Cisco has been known to do this before (think IP telephony) and has 
been successful in leading CIO horses to water.  The Cisco way and the Cisco clout have 
now turned to collaboration in general, and video in particular – we should all say welcome.   
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Polycom Accelerates Unified Communications 
You gotta love the PR people who work on these things.  To address the device, 
application and network requirements of mobile, SMB, and consumer networks, Polycom 
announced it is extending its enterprise UC product portfolio by developing standards-
based H.264 Scalable Video Coding (SVC) technology for current and future solutions and 
UC initiatives.  This was the lead-in earlier this month to what ultimately became an 
impressive set of announcements, including an agreement with Samsung to deliver UC 
solutions for mobile platforms like the Android-based GALAXY Tab.  The company is also 
partnering with BroadSoft to video-enable that company’s UC cloud solution for service 
providers.  The company even hosted a live webinar titled “delivering on the promise of UC” 
to provide more details and to emphasize the point that UC is where Polycom is focused.   

 

The second piece of the acceleration story came later in the month when Polycom and 
CEO Andy Miller in particular were featured as part of Microsoft’s roll out of Wave 14, 
officially known as Microsoft Lync 2010, and the official third generation solution in the 
LCS-OCS evolution.  Lync provides a full suite of communications capabilities in a single 
unified platform:  IM, presence, conferencing, voice (telephony this time), and video; it also 
integrates with Microsoft’s other enterprise client / server components including Office, 
SharePoint, Silverlight and Outlook/Exchange.  Voice mail integration is a new feature that 
shows text translation as a preview or allows a user to read or listen to entire messages. 
Live Messenger includes federation for businesses and consumers. Lync Server 2010 
supports federation with public IM networks such as Windows Live, AOL, Yahoo!, and, 
through the XMPP Gateway, Google Talk. 

Not being one to shy away from controversy, Microsoft’s Gurdeep Singh Pall declared at 
the New York City launch, “The era of the PBX, folks, is over.”  If you questioned 
Microsoft’s positioning against erstwhile partner Cisco, you can question no more.  And of 
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course if you are Avaya, you have to be concerned as well about the developing 
competitive environment.     

The name change from OCS to Lync is significant; it signals that this is much more than an 
incremental enhancement.  Lync appears to feature all of the key elements – high quality 
audio and video, telephony, web conferencing, voice-to-text email, and a variety of 
business features and third party peripherals.   

Polycom introduced four new components to its portfolio of voice and video endpoints for 
the Lync environment, including the CX3000 IP conference phone, the CX500 and CX600 
desktop phones, and the panoramic CX5000 (RoundTable).  All of the Polycom devices 
integrate natively to Microsoft Lync 2010 and feature standards-based H.264 technology 
(SVC was also mentioned). The CX series phones feature a user interface that 
incorporates some elements of UC such as calendar, presence and directory services.  

Lync has native video capabilities – capabilities that seem to grow with each release in the 
OCS multi-year roadmap.  Our video-focused vendor friends, nevertheless, continue to 
provide Lync enhancements.  Polycom, for example, claims to have embedded Microsoft’s 
RTV codec into its HDX and RMX products, enabling these systems to register natively to 
the Lync server.  Radvision, with a different approach, announced the “SCOPIA Unified 
Communications (UC) Gateway for Microsoft 
Lync 2010” delivering interoperability for Lync 
with standards-based video conferencing 
solutions.  With Radvision’s solution any 
standards-based video conferencing system 
can be displayed in the Lync contact list and 
Lync users can view the status of and connect 
to those systems. According to Radvision, the 
Lync user experience is unaltered when 
standards-based systems are connected to a 
conference.   WR plans on providing more 
details in the future about the variety of video 
solutions (Polycom, Cisco, Radvision, Avistar, 
Vidyo, etc.) that enhance or complement the 
Lync experience. 

Here’s What I Think:  Microsoft obviously has a 
rich partner ecosystem, but not all partners are 
equal.  And clearly Polycom is more equal than 
others.  Both companies appear to be putting 
significant resources into the relationship and to 
be developing high-value, customer-centric 
solutions.  And both companies face a common 
Cisco enemy.  Polycom too has a partnership 
focus, with seven companies having been 
dubbed strategic – Avaya (now OEMing 
LifeSize), BroadSoft, HP (now OEMing Vidyo), 
IBM (somewhat lost in the UC woods), Juniper, 
Microsoft, Siemens.  But similarly, not all 

Introducing one of the  
WR Bulletin Sponsors 

Haeden Bridge is one of the leading Korean 
providers of rich media video and web 
conferencing software platforms.  Intended for 
systems integrators, TOMMS FACTORY 
Enterprise 2010 is a family of solutions that 
supports up to HD videoconferencing and 
telepresence  or webinar modes for rich media 
communications.   All of these solutions – from 
the desktop to Telepresence – are designed to 
run on broadband networks. Haeden Bridge 
works with leading Korean system integrators 
including the recently merged Samsung 
SDS/Networks, Hyundai BS&C, LG CNS, and 
SK Broadband and as well as service 
providers such as Korea Telecom and Scartel 
in Russia to offer converged video services 
over Wimax. The TOMMS FACTORY platform 
is designed for a Windows environment and 
utilizes Microsoft’s DirectShow multimedia 
framework; the company is currently working 
with Microsoft APAC to integrate its product 
into OCS for a fuller-featured video offering .  
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strategic partners are equal, and Microsoft seems to be the real focus for Polycom and for 
obvious reasons.   

On the UC side of life, both Cisco and Microsoft are attempting to boil the ocean with 
collaboration solutions that span from instant messaging to social networks.  Cisco’s 
approach involves multiple products from Communications Manager to Quad, Pulse and 
many others that cover streaming, webcasting, messaging, and even security applications.  
Cisco is focused on “collaboration.”  Microsoft is circling the wagons around Lync and is 
focused on Unified Communications.   

As far as video is concerned, Cisco is making video its centerpiece.  Microsoft is NOT. 
(“Video is the next voice” is Cisco’s claim.)  Cisco will own a complete video solution; 
Microsoft will have some fundamental capabilities but will rely on video partners for the full 
picture.  Whether these strategy differences make a difference in the marketplace, only 
time will tell.  And whether the enterprise market is really ready for pervasive video – this 
question remains unanswered too.  About videoconferencing, we’ve said it too often in the 
past, “this time it’s different” and been disappointed, but maybe, just maybe, this time it IS 
different.  And the difference is NOT because we’re calling videoconferencing telepresence 
or unified communications. 

Wainhouse Research Collaboration Summits – 2011 
We are moving into 2011 with some important changes to tell you about. 

Europe:  For our seventh annual European conference, we have 
been invited by the ISE show to co-locate our event with their 
conference/exhibition.  The focus for the 2011 conference will be 
on moving videoconferencing and visual communications into the 
enterprise mainstream, what are the challenges, and how are 
varying solutions addressing those challenges.  Our goal is to 
have each issue be addressed in more depth by providing three 
separate perspectives – analyst, gold sponsor, and end user in 
order to give conference attendees valuable take-away informa-
tion that will help them deploy solutions in their own enterprises.  
Hence we are looking for 4 gold sponsors, each of whom will 
have an opportunity to speak on a key issue and present his 
company’s views and solutions and to have one of his customers 
speak about the customer’s deployment.   Event details here. 

North America:  Our eleventh annual Collaboration Summit will 
take place for the first time ever in the brotherly city of Philadelphia.  Like our Amsterdam 
event (see above), we are looking for sponsors who can help us put together a cohesive 
set of presentations on a few key topics of interest to those implementing next-generation 
collaboration solutions.  For further information, contact clientservices@wainhouse.com. 

 European Visual Communications Summit North American Collaboration Summit 

Date 31 January & 1 February, 2011 19-20 July, 2011 

Location Co-located with ISE Europe  
at the RAI Center in Amsterdam 

DoubleTree Hotel,  
Philadelphia, PA 

  

 

Sponsors 
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News in Brief 
 Adobe announced Adobe Connect 8, a significant 

update to the company’s Flash-based web 
conferencing solution.  Key new features of Adobe 
Connect 8 include a simplified user interface 
including context sensitive menus, expanded and 
more flexible collaboration capabilities, and 
enhanced audio and video integration for richer 
multimedia experiences. In addition, Adobe 
Connect 8 offers a software development kit (SDK) for greater extensibility, a new, optional 
desktop client based on the Adobe AIR runtime for easier meeting management, and 
support for a range of mobile devices (Android and iOS) to extend reach and enhance 
productivity.  For video, Connect 8 enables participants to provide video feeds, such as 
their laptop camera, into the meeting.  For on-premise deployments, meeting hosts can 
also stream video directly into meetings using their existing SIP-based videoconferencing 
systems. 

 HP’s recent announcement follows up on their June 
announcement that they would OEM video products 
based on Vidyo.  As expected, the product lineup 
includes software solutions for notebooks and 
desktops, an executive system based on an HP 
touchscreen, and videoconferencing appliances 
designed for the conference room.  The systems can 
be deployed over a customer’s own network or on 
HP’s managed network (HALO).  The Vidyo-based 
solutions complement HP’s Halo systems (usually 
dubbed telepresence systems, not to be confused with Vidyo’s personal telepresence 
systems), but interestingly enough, do not interoperate with them.  Reportedly, the interop 
gap will be crossed sometime in 2011. 

 Vidyo was in the news in a few other places as well as in the HP camp.  1) Conferencing 
service provider Arkadin inked a multi-year global agreement in which Arkadin will distribute 
Vidyo’s desktop and room system-based videoconferencing solutions in Europe, North 
America and Asia.  2) Following a demo from the 2010 EDUCASE conference, Vidyo 
announced that it will support the latest version of Adobe's enterprise Web conferencing 
solution, Adobe Connect 8, with a plug-in that is being developed by Vidyo using Adobe 
Connect 8 Collaboration Builder SDK and Vidyo APIs. The plug-in will allow users to launch 
a Vidyo conference within an Adobe Connect session.   

 Huddle has expanded its web-based team workspace offering to include a new task 
management capability for easily creating, assigning, and tracking tasks. This implementa-
tion focuses on empowering individual team members to update their respective task status 
and interact with each other rather than having to rely on a project manager. 

 BrightCom announced ClearView, a sub-$500 desktop videoconferencing solution based 
on a USB camera with embedded H.264 encoding. (Remember Polycom’s ViaVideo?)  The 
Brightcom device includes an array microphone and an echo cancellation system.  It also 
requires the company’s Visual Collaboration System, a network appliance. 
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 Novell announced it plans to combine Novell Pulse and Novell Teaming into a single, 
integrated team collaboration and enterprise social networking offering dubbed Novell Vibe.  
Available as on-premise software (Vibe OnPrem) or as a cloud-based service (Vibe Cloud), 
Vibe will combine next-generation capabilities such as real-time social messaging and 
online document co-editing with file management, groups, profiles, workflow, and security 
and management controls. Vibe Cloud is currently in open beta, and a free version of the 
service will remain available to beta users once the beta program is completed.  Vibe also 
integrates with Novell Conferencing, the company’s audio and web conferencing offering. 

 

As this WR Bulletin went to publication, Novell announced that it has agreed to be acquired 
by Attachmate Corporation for $2.2B.  It is no secret that Novell has been seeking a suitor. 
With this announcement, any customer buying uncertainty felt as a result of Novell’s being 
on the market should now dissipate. 
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